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The ori§inal.aim.of this s dy, as stated in the proposal for_ /-*

it, was to compare programs am ng science and technology libraries

foç thf introduction and prom tion of online\..bi4liographic retrieval.

systems and to.attempt to is1ôlate factors contributing to success
?

in attractingvusers and pro iding useful searches. "The author's

experience in four years o1f prmoting systems use had been disap-

inting in terms of the ercentage of library Clientele educated

and converted. It was p oposed to asgume a certain set of prob-
4

lems or issues and .to initerview searchers and administrators as to

tbeir perdepti2ms of thse problems and their effects in a liarti-

car institution.

/of the 4nstitutions.

xpect4 many problems were common tb many

ffr

The,. study concernp itself with -the use of online bibliographic

ret4eval systems in a selected ni.3,4er of science and technology

lTbearies. The libraries used Wre chosed on the basis of their

reputatiOn, or the reputation. of their institutions, es leaders.

The study deals with'the use of online systems within a'library

withp library staff'me er operating the terminal. It does not

concern itself with tIre use of outside centers doing batch or

retrospective sea'rches.- Some of the libraries studied have used
,

S

such centers. Sorde'bf them are part of 4 system ,thamay have

centralized servicesi, but the actual searchirig.is done by staff

' connected wiblithq 4brary system, not by an outsider. The

'libraries stLied provide all usual conventional services so that

users visi them reglilarly for reasons other than online searching.

They May, however, a
1

so deal' with users at a distance. Some of

, 4
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these libraries were ai thong the earliest to-be provided access to

-governmen-suppli-ed data bases' such as...NASA, AEC RECON, and Med-

Ir

line. A114 however, lateraadded coMmercially-supplied data bases

a-nd-so-a_r_familiar with problems of procurement, accounting, ,and

training for miltiple data bases and sytems: -Commercially-
.

offered data basies are one of the cancerns of the sfudy, since
..

a

their costs produce reactions on the part of library staff and

paErons.
V

Letters asking, ior assistance.in the study were driginally

sent to 21 libraries. All but four replied. Ofethese four, two
-

were later reached and interviewed. .Two of the original.addresses

were never visited. In one áase extreme pressure of work prevented

Any help; in the other the libr4ry was part of a systeM in which

other, more experienced members were intermtewed.4. Two'of the
Al

libraries originally addressed had combined into.one centralized

unit.

' Once the project was started additional libraries were in-

cl ed, upon the suggestion of some ofj\those interviewed. Twenty-

vendors, two of whichthree libraries, one-search centerrand five
. .

were also data base suppliers, were visited. In many.of the

libraries, especially plose that were members of large systems,

several of the search staff were interviewed, as well as managers

and traii9. g coordinators. Extensive discussions on related prob-
%

lems and issues with librarians anct administrators from alIover

the country also took place at two national meetings.

The libraries visited can be classified roughly as academic,

gaverrtment, and reseArch' laboratory or institute. The number
P- .r
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..f.eakdown is: academic 12;-government, 1; research laboratory Or

institute, 10. Of those classified as research laboratory'or

tnstitute, five are connected with a university or government.or,

both, four belong to a profitLmaking enterprise, and one is ,private

non-profit. l'our of the academic libaries are' biomedical,

Some 'of these institutions are unique. They serve scient4sts ccr

whowit can be legitimately said that they-cannot read anything in

their' field, since they are in advance of it. These particular

scientists thus have no need for online systems except to look at e

work outside their field. The range of,searching is from few
tr

searches a month (as low as 10 to 20) up td hundreds. Costs 'vary

from less than $100 a month up to $6,_,000 a month on one,systen in

one institution. Costs can be only indicative since some 'of the

searching done is at no charge to the institution, and some systemS

ar,6ffered at very modest prices. A high rate of expenditure,

(.however, must indicate a heavy load of searching. r

Finding libraries whose work was confined to gelds of scienCe,

and technology proved very ifficult. Science Fid technology were

defined broadly as inclu g the mathematical, engineering, ph)Tical,

and healtA sciences'. Only a limited number of biomedical libraries,

howe'ver, were sought. The reasons for this will be dealt with in

greater detail later. Briefly, the biomedical libraries were con-
,

sidered to have had a most fortunate climate for tEntlevelopment

of online searching, and to have had very, similar experq,inces among

the group. The scope of coverage in other selected libraries

extended, as it turned out, to business, economics, education,

/public affairs; and even humanities. Multidisciplinary studies

6
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are Aow commonl'ahd many li4aries use a wide range of data bases,.,

though not necessarily regularly. In.some casts it was'impossible

to isolate the science-technology online"bibliographic'retrieval

use because search,services had been centralized over a system, -
,

A

with searches referred to a eleanalysts in a centralized.area,-

'Search statistics.were often not separable by'data base, so the
,

,
-

_search 'counts may inClude fields other :than scienCe and.technology.
,

. Tike original plan of this stip, was to .collect,all forms used

by.the various libraries'for'search requests and statistical report-

.ing anp a recdrd of statistics keit ,by each lib'rary from which a

'comparison could be made. This-plans was abandoned 'in the .face of

difficulties that appeared. Although manyinstitutions cdllect

'statistics in abundant detail, others, keep almost nothing'excePt a'
, ,

,
,

.. -

final count. .Statistics are"difficult to compare because of differ-

-ing definitions of term such as search:. A few libraries keep their
k

.'rec online. A very few libraries. asked that their records be

kept . onfidential. It.was .th'eseifore impossible to do an ov rall cm-
,

, .

parison. Samples Of'forms used./ of prOmotional material and of

ie.arch records appear in the appendix,
_

p This-report will discuss the issues according o the outline

4

_given below. There is overlap in subjects to:be tr6ated pnder

different head,ings, so that..a point made under, one heading may'be
. ..4

x,
"just as applicable unsier another, or seVer l.

,' '.

OUTLINE OF ISSUES ,1 ,
,

.

1 ' 4 \

I v . [ I) '

Equipment;.Accon 'hg t n; entAplizatio or_Decentraliation
: 1. ProbleMstr ihitiationrand AdmiOistration:\ Procurement

1

2 PuWoity and User Education j N.).

3. Charges
.

i

.\ ..

4. Analyslt Training - Analyst Background ,-, ,.

5. OrganizatioAl Factors atd Broadei Implications
1

r^
-40
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'My original design intended to deal only_ 1,4ith.heaaings 2, 3i, 14,

and 4. I now find that these need to be introdjbed with heading

no. l', and that further conclusionsJandimplications can best be
4
dealt with under hading no. 5.

,

1. Problems of Initiation and AdMinistration

A large llbrary may have one person who can k)e assigned to

find answers to the questions t4at must he dealt with. before,on!

.goes online. For the smaller library 'the problems can be formi-
.

dable, invo ing hours.of investigation, sometimes without Much

assurance that the answers are right for this particular cgset

Or theyeay be right today but wrong by the time thpy are imple-

mented. In the early days of disorderly development, libraries

got information from well-meaning computer people only to find

themselves involved in incomprehensible details of hookup, or

with a piece of equipment that would access'one ibtem but not

another, equally desirable. librarians trying to explain to

contract officers wha-6 they were buying were subjCted to probing

questions, to delaTy, and to outright obstruction. The .officer

knew he was dealing with data-processing^equipMent but he,couldn't

make it fit any of the rules. Once the contract was through and

the service received how to explain.the bills to accounting? New

data bases were introdUced with alarming r'Apidity. A new name

(data base) on the'bills was riot on the contract - so the bill

couldn't be paid.

Fortunately, many of these proplems can now be handled by

using existingliamples. Every librarian_can refer a contracting

.31
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officer to someone,else who has done it. Other questions still

remain: one system, or two', or three? .One at a time? Bow long"

c :

in between? Equipment compatible to all systems that might be

used in the future? Buy or lease equipment? The answers change

with the differingiituations. At least it is now possible to,

get advice from experienced associates as well as from vendors and

manufacturers. One recent development helpful to many beginners

has been the growth of regional networks or centers,to Wandle the'

problems of,conract and payment, often for a negotiated lower'

4

high-volume-usage cost and a smq.l managem nt fee. These centei-s
- I

will also advise on, and often handle purchase t lease of,

Small and large libraries may have available to them such

enters to handle the worst administrative problems. The small

library also max have a choice as tip whether to do its own online

searching or to have the searches done by some broker or central

agency. Information brokers with fixed charges for services now

exist.in many parts of the country. In many.library. systems the

decision must be made whether to do searches centrally or locally

in the branches: Sometimes this is a central decision, sometimes

lett. to ghe local librarianr

The arguments for centralization run as follows: The',

analyst has more practice and gains far more experience through

constant searching. Expertise i built up and online costs cut.

0
,The user deals with an expert rather than one why may not have

tad the opportunity to develop skills completelly. The analyst

40"
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can devote
e
full time 'to keeping up with changes in data bases and

systems, rather than having to squeeze.,tliis in while managing a

full range of other duties.

The arguments for decentralization: The local librarian has

a unique opportunity to know both user and organization and to
-7.

apply this knowledge in the solution of a request. The -s-eerch may

4e only part of a comprehensive response to a question.The local

librarian.can use the information gained in searchi ng in collec-

tion development and in other services to the local library. One

'librarian said that searching is the last function that should be

delegated elsewhere; such functions as cataloging or interlibrary

loan can be far more advantageously'farmed out. The local

.librarian who searches.is aleKted to the need for follow-up docu-

ment procurement.- Searching provides a method of building a

cooperative relationship with the user.'

As a practical matter, the degision is often taken/Out

the hands of the local librarian; sometimes neither the librarian

nor the administrator who may make the decision is fully aware of

the issues involved. One sad case (not one of the libraries in

this study),was a system wheX-e the administrative decision to
w

decentralize included the division of data bases and systems among

branch libraries. The chemi'stry librarian was allowed to sear!h .

Chemical Abstracts online on one system and nothing else./ If

Inspec o;kScisearch or Compendex was also needed to enswer the

que'stion, the patrn had to go elsewhere in the library system.

A wiser decigion-thade in many systems allows the originating

-10
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library t finish the sea4ch, no matter what daa bases are invoived,

to refer lseWhere, or to gsk for help'on some of the data bases,

at the di cretion, of the searcher. /

2. I licit and User:duc'ation

r
Once the s tem is acquied, the li

Y
rary faces the prOblerik

.of acquainting its sers with system calAbilities. Kany librarie's

have approached this'problem with tiMidity and hesitation. If -

they advertise widely, will they be able to 'keep, up with the aum:

ber,of requests?, To what level of the organization should they

direct publicity? How should they introduce charges, if they ere

going:to chaige?

. This study began with the asSukAion that certain factors

could be expected-to promáte growth of online system use, and

certain others could be expected to inhibit it. These factors can,

be listed as-follOws:

Factors expected to promote use:

Lack of fees or administrative transfer of funds (no
S.

fuss or bother);

Good advance publicityjuser aware of capabilities of

'online systeds);

,Good introductory explanation;

Good beginning experience (question iuited to certain

data bases, Thrll-constructed search, rapid retrieval of

relevant citations, good backup-document service);

Lack of ingrained habits on part of users willingness

to try something new;

4
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Need for speed;

Well-trained anplyst (in system, in subject background,

in ability to discover real information need) .

Factors expected to inhibit use:

,Fees (including paper work'if adminiStrative transfer

of funds involves this);'.

Unrealistic expectations of 'system (lack of education

on part of user);

Poorly7tiained analyst (who may fail to explain-systeM:

properly, may expect too much, may use.wrong da%06, base, may

e'inefficiently, etc.);es

Ingrained information-seeking habits 7 unfamiliarity

with online systems as method of findirig information; -

Beginning disappointment'related to any of above.

Only one library in this study was ever overwhelme.d with

requests at any point in online system use. -Those that made large

2
'publicity efforts and those afraid to advertise have seen the same

patterp of growth: A slow, .sometimes back,and.forth, sometimes'

steady rise in numbers of Searches. In some caS.e's very strong

promotional methods and involvement,of numbers of analysts in a.

start-up.effort have resulted in a later need.to cut back on num-

ber of analysts'when requests failed to reach the 'expected level.

In other cases 'publicity has resulted in a jump in requests that
.41R

.proved only.temporary. More than one analyst has reported that

_use-rs' information needs seem to come in.spurts, and no amount of

publicity attracts someone who does not have a current -need.

4.111.1/
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The Natiolla4, Library _of Medicine's Mpdline data base, which 4;
. . r \

. "

is -Successfully gred w.i,th a. very high level of requests in, nearly .. .

_ all medical libraries that 'have it, may present an instructive.
, , 4/

1,

.
4Xample., Its introductIon was accomplished in a very few Jibraries

0

,a' a. -.ikne, ccompanipd. by obligatory (and rather extensive) irain-
_ /

.

s ,.... s_ .

.ing of any,libTarian who waS gopig to use it.' Publicity was con- ,

,

, I

I
fi.ned to .a small group, News about it sprdad from librarians and

,

,

scient&sts,:or M.D,'.s who-fiaalkused 'it. The System could not accom-.

'Mbdate all 'libraries that wanted it, so for several years there

wE(s a waiting list. Medline has by far the highest level of re-
,

quests of fany da.tA,base encountered in this study, from which can'

be-assumed a high level of user satisfaction: 4 whole generation

o*f medical doctors has now been trained to expect information

retrieval through online system use, and to have a fair idea of

which requeSts can and which cannot be answered.5 This has been

accomplished in about ,seven years time. Whether intensive publi-.

city could accompli.sh more has not been established. It may even,

have a negative effect in some cases.

Fees are,not inhibitory of use in many of the libraries
41

studied: ..sQlne of these libraries have been accustomed to charg-

ing costs for information service support to projects, and fees

for online servides are simply an extension of this custom. Many

organizations exppct to pay for information, and have found on1iile,

services very cost-effectikve. One instituten's search service

mas marketing also outside the organization and had completed
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._'..rprib.jedts:yith charges aA high-as $1500.'. Cost considerations are
r

'ttie:minols of users ir many of- thise or9iz,6tions;

710hey.are to ,pa.:ir 'for an effective and rapid means of get-
-,

tin information 3n ather%organizations, fees do become a matter
. .

I A

. \ of.someamportancei.and information gained is subjected to. close,. _ , ,

.. . .. -.

.

. 'scrti- yti.Wah th cst in mind. in sti.11 another group, oV organi-
, .

e
...

o
0 .. ,

,
I

i X 4 i
.

dation, fees. may distinctly'exclude certain classes of users f _
- .

/
e

.t.
In some-of the.oraniations,studied, an information _support

group, consisting mainly of subject specialists (or Aprie speCialis_t)

and are' thek, object. of sometiMes emotional debate.

in-a particular discipline, had been- thairrtained foe' a number of
4

years' before theJadvent of onlinp serviceS. ,Sudh a group or per-
t*.

son performed manual searches' for scientists working on a project,

, providing from any available resource'the information needed. 'The

resultin4 relationship- led to reliance on thy information 'group or

'person to answer a qUestion. In.such cases the information group
.

intr,oduced online be;vices when'it felt they were needed. The

scientist may ndver have, or may have only gradually, become aware

bf the existence of online systems as a method of information

handling. User'education in suchia case IS unnecessary; or takes

place as questions are asked to'satisfy curiosity.

In other situations user education can be very important,

and the introductory search in particular can be a m ans of

explaining system advantages and limitations.. Many nalysts in

.the institutios stUdi!ed insi-St upon having the user t the ter-

minal witfl them if d't all possible. 'They feel it is i\ristructive



for both analyst and usex1/4

2

ft"

The question may be,re-negotiated on-

the user may find unexpqpted information by browsing, fail-
. .-
'\

ures to find needed m terial'may be explained. -Other analysts

did not' have the us with them At the terminal 1.1ut exPlained that
2

this was only beca se writ.Een search 'requests were sent in yrom

sorde distance aw y. ,; One analyst said that the distant request:s

were always broadei., that she always,tried 't8-telephone'the re-
_

queter in order to be able to narrow the search.

.Still other analysts maintain that the 'requester' ;'imPly gets

in the way_at the terminal and they don't have him there unless

he'insists, Most users aren't the least bit interested, they say.

One library has such.a rate of requesti that they mut be havlled

by:having them written, stacked in a bo x,. and taken for searching

by the first anAlyst who has. time. Search results are then mailed

to the user. All of these methods seem to produce successful

searches. Inthe litter instance thecipstitution has been doing

1/4

searches for some time and the requesters are probablY very well

educated to what* can be expected from the systems. Some of-these'.

-libraries have .irery'detailed user-orientation classes. In aca-

demic institutions, these can be arranged through professors who

see to it that a whole class attends. In institutions witil infor-

mation support groups, it often doesn't seem'to matter whether the

1

user, knows system capabilities or not. He is not concerned with

how the needed suPport iS given.

sat.
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3. Char es

.14 libr ies accustomed togcharge research projects foxt wanch

things is jo rnal purchases or thq time of information analysts,.
K

..

charges ha e presented no problem. Administrative paperWork has -,

. ir ,.
f

already een reduced to a min,imum: Ix.i some libraries studied,, the
F . ,

.

libra;ian simply asks for a charge ,number to put on the search,

and the.transfer of funds is handled in the accounting office.
, )

,

1,n libraries where no charges have previolisly been made,

even if a paper translier Can be set Up, a hej..44orm of user (and

institution) education:begins., The method of charge must be
1

explained to .the user, who,pes Eo explain. it to his administrative

assistant or division secretary, who has, to .5fet the right informa-

tion from the accounting division, where the account numbers have

to be set up and explained to a number of people. +rs can

expect to-face annoyances with the system'at least for a nUmber of

jnonths. 'Division secretaries who don't want to hanale.an extra

chore may .deny that.ap account exists; numbers may be misapplied.,

When a-charge to the actual user is instituted, and it can-

not be covered by.research or.other funds, requests are fewer in

number than if-searches were f6e. Many examples exist of sharp
\

!

reduction in search numbgrth when institutions began.to charge

after first offering free searches. One instietution reported a

drop in searches per year from 2812 to 1759 'after a charge waS

instituted for serVices that had previously been free. Another

institution repoted a drop from 1166 searches duiing a 6-month

subsidized period to a total of 51r in the following full year

after charges began.- A searcher at this institution said thdt



14.

har4eS d AefinitelynfluenCe use,.and the higher the fee, the
cl

,
,

researcher\remarketon the fact that even
-.

,
cannop attract. everybody.

0.ess. the use. The same
?

;,A.otal.ly free searches.
, 5

Many anaDYsts and administrators are concerned that fees
17-

mean service to an elite and especially denial to students. Some

Iniversity libraries do not even send iannouncements to students

di- direct publicitY to them, on tIr theory that they cannot afford

the char4es made. Othe'rs ask for' subsidies from departments ior

student searching. One imaginative library got a certain sum

for student searching, put flyers in student mailboxes asking .

students to sign tp, and then took'the _first on the list,until

they ran out of Money. Plike remainder-of .the list was saved for

4
end-of-term.money that might be.given by the deans. This.is thb

one instance encountered in this study where a library search

serviCe was overwhelmed by demand.. RequestsiWere accepted only
,

,from students authorized by',departments nso*at not t& include those
,

,.who might.have had, access to grant.money. A hold-over list of

,abaut 20 peopie.still remained.

Some searchers feel that some charge to the user is desiiable.

A totally free search, they argue, leads to laxity in search

methods and to frivolous requests. An ana*st who is conscious

of costs will b Much more likely to construct a good search

'strategy and to turn away a less-than-suitable inquiry. ,/,//

There is much discuss'ion of the fee versus free issu'ewhich

gets More emotional as it gets into the traditionally -free

. library. Some librarians in this study were,deeply 9oncerned at

possible discrimination against certain classes of/users. Others
,

felt that users should expect yto if a cert -n amount of the

7
4.
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I.

$ )

libra'ry's funds and or .peqonnel Ome.must be.committed to a ,task
. .

)

fbr one individual r one/part of an
4
organization. The only con-

,
,

cern is at what poi t a pharge is justified, and whether chaiges

should then be cOns/derAd for Other services. Mores-than one

-peilson.commented th ervice not allocated according to fees

paid will'be ailoca d in some other way. An individual who is

personally appealin to a reference librarian will get more atten-

tion. An Overworke4 reference librarian may'be.obliged to keep

people standing 17 ine until they giVe up and leavp, pay give an

insufficient ansTrier or may simplyidiscouragerequests by curt

answers and rtle be avior. At 7scime point when,any user is being.

served some other serAor some-lporary function).is being denied ,

or ihort-changed. Online syStems often provide services not
1

,

avai able previous y, since manual searcbes could not be done,
4

an the user sUl6 bq wiIing to.pay for the e)4.tra resources

voted to kis needs. One analyst turned administrator remai'ked

that clientele can be
.

lfmited by charging, r.t- by not advertising

ehe service. Every library, this person remarked, sets limits to

what it will do.

4. Analyst Background and Training.

. /
The earliest searchers ha'd little or no formal training.

They learned largely on their own, reading manuals. Deta5,1ed

knowledge came,from iritensive practice online and analysis of

search results. Earlier searchers in an organization trained

the later ones. .

. 4,Y
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Vendor trairting is now available to Al, at a fee: Thtro-

ductory training usually lasts.one-half to one day, of a sort to-

get the beginner over actual fear of the terminal and through a

few of the rudiments of logic and search contruction. Training

'thereafter has often turned 'Out to: be a self-help effort with

, searchers in differerit parts of the country finclis? independently
.

. .,
,

(

the same solutions to their learning needs. i

1

Searchers fruStrated at their lack oc knowledge'Of the files

. and how they are put'4,together have formed groupa to exchange
..

experiehest. They have brOught in speakers, aisted experts on
1

.data bases, systems, and equipment, and shared knowledge. The

realization that they needed not only'the expertise of the system

vendor but also that'of the'data bate suppliers struck, many

searchers Simultaneously, and seminars-iaere arranged at which both

vqndoi and 'suppliers could be present. Searchers have been the

movers And instigatdrs in efforts to i.mprove- the amount and quality

. of trainj.ng. Form'al training in library or other schools has-

motly folloWed nodel's set up by practition rs-.---2i.tatieAal developed

and written"by searchers makes up the user' nuals of some of the

vendors. It is notable that the same ideas str searchers '

independently at cer.tain stages; such developments as the forma-

tion of user groups began spontaneously in different parts of the

country, originated by people in apparent total Iolation from

each other. -There are now a -nuMber ot onpne user groups and at

least two journals devoted to information sharing.
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'Searchers exprgss.some skepticism about the quality of

training provided in schools and on small test files. Time te
4

practice on real data bases is necessary to see the problems pre-

sented by'size. .Aal welcome, however, the prospect of having.

,studentg with some introductory 'background when filling positions.

All of thelanalysts interviewed in this study admit that

there are many .problems in maintaining skills. Systems change,

new data bases are a4dded, new vendors on new systems arise.

Cost-conscious administrators force the use of certain systems
ar-

for certain kinds of requuts. The tendency of the analyst is to

,stick to one system unless'requirements demand a change; it is.'

easier to use the language to which one is most.accustonied. The

-)
proliferation of data bases and systems has led in some institu-

tiOns'to an informal kind of'specialization; searches on certain

Irstems and data.bases will be referred to a particular staff

member known to use them With ease. In other, and usuallY smeller,
i. .

Organizations, a library user may develop rapport with one analyst

and tend to return to that one for any information request. The ,

analyst may then ask for help from a-colleague dn an unfamiliar

data base. In smaller organizations.where one staff member has to

keep up with all searching, help from collTgues in other institu-

tions may deal with the unfamiliar.data base.

Some institutions have developed very formalized in-house

1
training programs. One ins itution has the learner skend 4,11 Qurs

;(a week with an experienced searchei for 8 weeks, with an,equiv.4'

lent amount of tiMe studying or practicing alone! Actual searches

j
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are kept for instruction. 'In other instit tkons anlexperienced

analyst checks search strategy before a beginner goes online, and

monitors search -results'before they are,released.

Some in-houe training h en modplled on that offered by

the National Library'clf d cin in its,training classes for Med-

line. Many analys mentioned that they felt their Medline

traini.ng had been invaluable. The influence of this training has

spread far beyond the medical field, since many.of those who had

it have la:ter moved into administrative positions or into other

subject areas.
.

What kind'of background and abilities should the onl,ine

4
searcher have? Opinions differ.' In this study the institutiOnal

choice for searcher ranged from subject ,s ecialist with a doctoral

degree'in the discipline to librarian with little or no science

#

' background: Some of the subject specialists had no librdry or
/.

information training. To a question as to whether the almalyst

needed a background education in the subject to be searched

(bachelor's,degree major) the answers ranged from, "It's vital"

through "It helps" to "Not necessary." The amount of education
4

needed in the subject is a matter for argument among those who

think it necessary. One institution hires only'Ph.Ds. One

institution says.it will not have a Ph:D. as an informatiOn

specialist but insiats on a Master's if at all.possible. One
%

institution in a major research laboratory mixes specialists with

Master's degrees in chemistry and physics and those with Master's

in library science on its searching staff.
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One searcher. (with a Master's degree In physics) said that

the most necessary qualities are intelligence, the ability to

think associatively, and knowledge of wha.t is in the data base

searched, not detailed subjN knowledge, Many Searcher6 empha-
1,

sized the need for curiosity-and verbal ability. ,Several felt

that subject background was hot necessary because of the increa-

singly 'inteAisciplinary nature of most information requests.

One analyst viith a degree in English has been a searcher in .

medical subjects for years and has felt no handicap. This person
, J .

had undergraduate course's in physiblogy, toweve:r. Another analyst
. .

.

in scientific subjects with a degree ih hisory has not felt any

serious lack ln.background. Chemical terminologyhas preented

',he only problem. Those most insistent on_a stience aegree for
.

the searcher have been chemists searching the chemks files.

An administrator who insisted,on'a scientific back ound for .

beginning searcilers sAid tha,t this is at least a safeguard in

trying to select for greatest competence. Scientific education

also, this peron,felt, would command immediate respect from

users w ho are'scientists or engineers.7".

One analyst ielt that searching'was very similar.to.indexing.

This person pointed out'that a Project 1NTREX study had found no

difference in quality of indexing in materials science-between

that done.by Materials scientists and that done by librarians:,

ilany of the analysts interviewed emphasized the qualities of, mind

necessary. One said that doing ci-ossword puzzles was good train-

ing. Others said/that the crucial problem is the reference inter-

view, to get'a real understanding of the information needed. One

2-?



. analyst felt tfat too much in7rdepth education in a discipline

might be a disadvantage, because it cannot be used. This person
p.

emphasized strongly that a 'good general educational background

was ssary, however, and the ability to understand (or to
.-....-- .,,

I grasp quickly) the terminoloO. ,
.

Several searchers said that knowledgelof mangal.searching is
.-

an absolute pre'requisite. Particular emphasis was given to

detailed knowledge of the/printed form Of the indexes to be

searched online. One recommendation was that.an analyst have

several years of experience in use of printed indexes for answer-
q.

ing requests hrore atteWting online searching. ,In another

situation online isearching began after 4 to 6 months of close

instruction ip Ilse of the.printed forML

One 'searcher said that some mechanical ability is-needed to

Ideal with the terminal. It is possible from the context that

the real-point was that some manual dexterity is necessary.

It appears that a good online searcher needs the qualities

that any good information specialist or reference librarian must

have; -Background education, intellectual curiosity, iprsistence,

the ability to deduce the real information need from the request

(or to help the requester to.find it), imagination. Additional

characteristicsseem to be high verbal ability (a knowledge of

language roots and stems may help) and a lack of fear of mechani-

zation.

In general, analysts in this study are drawn from the library

staff, most from the reference staff but some from cataloging.

2
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All of the librarians,(as dpposed to the non-librarian subject

specialists).have MLS degrees as well as undergraduate subject

degre'es, so can be expected,to possess general skills in infor-

mation 'handling. Some of them have worked as reference librarians

long enough to have developed substantial knowledge of subjcts

other than their undergraduate majors or minors. Many of the

searchers interviewed emphasized the necessity to keep learning

on the job. Some have taken part in extensive information prb-

jects that r'equired a considerAle educational effort. 'All agree

that they must be constantly arert fo new information and spend-a

good deal of tee:in maintaining,and upgradi.ing/their'skills. This

in itself is probably indicative of the qualities needed.

5. Organizational Factor s and Broader Implications
1 .

The organizational types have been broadly catTorized as

academic, government, and research laboratory or institute. Sizes

vary from large university libraries in large systems to insti-

tutions with a total staff of.a few hundred persons. In the

research institueiOns it is possible\ to identify the staff for

whom service is intended. An analyst may be expected to deal

with a primary user group (scientists and technologIstS within

tle organization) of from 200 to-500 or more persons. These

institutions have the best library service but also the largest

number-of potential users whose work may be of such.an advanced

nature that they seldom call on the library for searches. The

demand in these institutions may-be for raPid service on informa-

tion requests including a demand for rapid document delivery.

Information analysts work at times under considerable pressure.

21



The large utiversity llbraries may serve a.potential user
4

!

group ,of the entike facul-Ey and student body.. Some will also.
.

serve outside.groups, usuelly with an Additional administrative

charge dded. The possible user -gioup per analyst may beyell

into Zhe thousands.
os

These institutions are very'different in purpose, funding,

and dperations. It'is 6.00ticeab1e that some of their libraries

have had compa ratively gew pr.goblems in getting online searching
r

started, An fibding themoney or in making charges, or in building

their services. , Others have faced many administrative difficul-

ties and feel that they have done little more than manage to ma in-
,.

tain the existence of.a search service. The reasons for these
3

differences would be very interesting to analyze, but this study

cgn d9 no more.than give a glimpse at what they might be.

Some of these institutions were noticeably looser An admin-

istrative controls 'and in delegating purchase authority to levels

such as the administrative head of.a library. The library admin-

istrator WaS in these cases much freer to make the decision to

begin use' of online services. One very important consideration

in making such a decision is the amount of time that must be spent

acquiring the service. Through how many layers of authority must

the papers go? -To how mahy people ust the entire service be

explairid? How-many hours must be spent in writing justifica-

tions? How confident is t4 administrator that his efforts will ,

be repaid with uncierstandingsand support? Does he hesitate at

the thought of the commitment of time, and therefore put off the

15
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C.

move until he Is no longer,in the'leading group but at the head

of a 'somewhat backward library?

Organizational strutture play-s al,sery important part in'the,

ability to respohd rapidly to ciwge. Organizational rigidity

may affett persOnality features of employees,-whe may learn by 2

111.----.- repeated failure to find rapid support from the organizatiokl. that
,

--- .
----,...

, certain kinds-of effort are wasted and certain=ends very difficult

to 'attain. The organization itself exerts a powerful influence,

molding its members in an even stronger fashionlit1iin it is molded,

by them.

In sorVinstitutions a search service that originated in a

special section otitside. the regular library framework later foUnd

problems in absorption into the library!s ordinary duties.

Librarians who felt they had been ignored in the beainning

were,resistant at first to taking over the service, or they

resisted.using any of the,personnel associated with it. In one

case an outstanding analyst and teacher was passed over fort a

library search position in favor of a librarian already in the

sys.teM who- had much less ',experience. Some search services have

had support from higher levels in the organization but have failed

to establish relations with library personnel thatyould insure

referral in the proper circumstances. The result is that they

have very few requests..

Search service users and analysts have a great intere4t in
. ,

the number of projects now under way that deal with standardiza-

tion of, search lanouage, development of an interfact language, ,and

4,

,
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. construction of online.training data bases and of a data base

selector, to mention only a few. They also have a vital interest

in the economics of online systems7and in the viability of several:

seavh systems to assure competition.

There a broader implkcations for the future of online
;

bibliographic retrieval systems. Studiei made by Donald King* in

connection with the new copyright law have led him to donclude

th"at there.are basic problems in science publishing that will lead

to necessary changes (mainly curtailment) in the future. Use

stadies in large libraries made possible by automated circulation

sysfems are showing that huge percentages of boo4 and journal.s

bought by the library receive'no use at,all.,* When these results

become known, libraries may be forded to cancel jotrnal subscrip-

tions. Online access to certain.materials would mean that they

could be paid for only if uaed. Online use payments could pos-

sibly make up to tlhe publj..herifor subscription money loss. Doca

ments themselves as weld as citations and abstracts might be

stored for Use if-needed. Such far-reaching considerations aS"

these will play a major part in future developments.

v

* King Research Inc. "Library Photoc-opying in the.United 'States:
Wit4 Implications for Development of a Copyright Royalty Payment
Mechanism." Oetober 1977 Available through the National Commis-
sion on Libraries and Information Science.
King Research Inc. "Systems Analysis of Science and Technology
Communication in the United States." April:1978 Report to the
National Science Foundation.

o See Thomas J. Galvin and Allen Kent "Use of a University Library
Collection: A Progress Report on a Pittsburgh Study." Library
,Journal, November 15, 1977.
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